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Rise Tarnished ? Play from the beginning to the end This is a main story where the start and end are set, in addition to a greater story with a total of four main chapters. ? Battle with Four Tasks In addition to the main story, you
can fully enjoy a new story called the "Four Tasks" where you are given a new challenge after progressing through the main story. ? Start Your Adventure by Commanding an NPC Battles, special attacks, and raids are all carried out

using commands you gave an NPC. When you take control of your character, you can view what they are doing. ? Amazing Reward All the Way to the End You can obtain an enormous amount of equipment through the Grand Raid Bazaar, as well
as valuable items such as gems and equipment through the quest. ? Discover a World that Scales to Every Level The game will be re-released three times for every increase in level, to allow you to enjoy a vast amount of high-level
content from the start. ? Online Battles That Will Connect You to Others You can participate in the online battles of the game using the game’s map. You can not only encounter others, but also travel together when you enter the
battle. ? The Land in Between That Becomes More Exciting the More You Play The more you play, the more the character you play becomes defined by your actions. It is possible to obtain new equipment for your character through the

Grand Raid Bazaar and participate in online battles. ? Unlimited Cooperation with Others The game’s map is fully connected so you can travel with other players who are currently offline. When you are offline, you can still
participate in battles, even though it’s not possible to do so for rewards or information about where you are going. ? A World where You Can Customize Your Experience Various characteristics such as your character’s appearance,

equipment, and abilities will have an effect on the thrill of discovery and adventure. ? Different From Other MMORPGs by Its Real-Time Combat Real-time combat in which you move your character using the WASD keys is the basis of the
game’s combat. It’s simple and easy to enjoy and brings back the joy of adventure gaming. Experience the grand fantasy action RPG from the red-carpeted staff! Thank

Features Key:
– Over 1000 Game Pages to Explore

– Realistic Battles System
– The Elements of Magic

– A Fully 3D World
– Stunning Assets

– A Diverse Enemy Faction

The game has been made possible by many talented developers around the world, and we would like to express our heartfelt thanks. We have now reached the final phase, and we would like all of you to enjoy the game again. Please remember to leave "Elden Ring" with us!!
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- "I am an adult, and yet as a player I am about to become the child of a brand new RPG! - The rich fantasy world in the game is huge... and I'm having a wonderful time exploring it. - It is an adventure of action and strategy that
combines the excitement of a Japanese RPG with the delights of a western role playing game. - It is a great fantasy novel in a game world. - I can't wait to find out the next chapter." - MODINO(Amazon) Elden Ring ReVIEWS Elden Ring Game:
- "The graphics, visual effects, sound effects, music, and the overall quality of the game are all very impressive. - I am an adult, and yet as a player I am about to become the child of a brand new RPG! - The rich fantasy world in the
game is huge... and I'm having a wonderful time exploring it. - It is an adventure of action and strategy that combines the excitement of a Japanese RPG with the delights of a western role playing game. - It is a great fantasy novel in a
game world. - I can't wait to find out the next chapter." - MODINO(Amazon) Play List: "I love the idea of fusing the Japanese RPG genre with the Western role-playing genre. I don't know how to describe it, but it works as a novel in a
game." "It's a novel that's actually in a game." "The game itself has the charm of the best Japanese RPG games, and I think I'll play it for a long time. - PLAY STAR WARS Battlefront... in a fantasy world - Super Mario Bros is a Role
Playing Game - The game that starts with a name that's better than Last Battle is a Role Playing Game - The game that becomes an anime will be on manga! - A game that leaves many things unsaid, and yet you can't help but wish there was
more... - What an RPG that's also a novel!" "I think I'd make a very good Elden Ring myself..." "Please write a sequel, please!" "The new fantasy action RPG is an absolute must-play!" "The RPG elements are great! - The staff are working
hard bff6bb2d33

Elden Ring PC/Windows
BATTLE SYSTEM • The Weak vs. The Strong A strategic, action-oriented battle system that gives you the feeling of being in a real game. • Tactical Warfare Select a party of characters and enemies, and you can carry out powerful attacks
that involve the successful combination of attack and defense. With a variety of weapons, items, and skills, you can easily change the tactics of your battle and fight against an unprecedented array of opponents. • Chain Attacks Use your
cool-down items to get a surge of skills and re-equip weapons and items at your leisure. Whether it's a gunfighter in the West, an underwater pirate in the East, or a magic-user wielding a magic wand in the middle of the world, the
combination of weapon and item is extremely important. • Powerful Quests and Item Upgrades You can easily carry out quests that are equal to the challenges of a game as you explore the Lands Between. With the help of your strong points,
you will receive rare items or special abilities that can be upgraded as you progress in the game. THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the
Lands Between. • A Map where Everything Comes to Life A land of light and shadow, a land of turmoil and stillness, a land of the dead and the living. A vast, vast land. Become friends with the people who reside in the towns and engage in
various activities. • A 3D Scene that's Both Big and Beautiful A vast world that's beautifully rendered in 3D. Explore vast landscapes with dynamic camera controls to let you enjoy viewing the game from a fresh perspective. ENJOYABLE
GAMEPLAY A vast world full of quests, characters, and activities. SOLO MODE A solo mode game that lets you enjoy the storyline and battle gameplay in offline mode. QUEST LORE The story of a system where the various thoughts of the
characters you encounter come together in the Lands Between. YOU The main hero of this exciting story. The chosen one of a prince who has fallen in love with a goddess. It's your job to raise your weapon and protect the Lands Between.
CHARACTERS You'll encounter a variety of characters throughout your adventures in this fantasy world. STORY The

What's new in Elden Ring:

 

BANDAI-KAI

*Discover the Fullness of Between,   the Legend of the Elden Ring!

THE ADMIRABLE HEROES OF BANDAI-KAI

The greatest hero in medieval history, Xu has prepared himself for a journey in Bandai's VN. His path to glorious fame will lead to a turning point in the war between Tammo, and
the beings like Bornt. For it is time for him to emerge!

A dark swordsman who wields Demon Flame, and he armed with his youthful innocence. Shankar is a man with a tender heart and pure soul. He doubts his own existence, and does
not resist the demons and the tremors of the world.

Two young medics sent on a mission to heal the critically wounded.

A priest who has given up the battle to fight for the cause.

A travelling troupe of dark elves.

Proud and determined soldiers of Tammo who have given up anything for a just cause.

A pearl, and a chance encounter,   start their journey, that could result in the end of an age.

Members of the seemingly impossible tale, Bandai-kai is an immersive VN genre created by the eroge specialists of J_nai, balancing romance, moe, and storytelling to offer a rich
and engaging story to the player.

Closed beta 2 invitation-based!

Special thanks to Nebraska Systems, which is the publisher of Bandai-kai.

If you have any questions, please ask!   Please write to info@nitegames.jp.
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